.34 Vehicles

Class here interdisciplinary works on land vehicles

Class use of vehicles in specific services, vehicle operation in 388.32. Class flexible fuel vehicles with the fuel that predominates, e.g., automobiles powered by fossil fuels with biofuel additives 388.342

For railroad rolling stock, see 385.37; for air-cushion vehicles, see 388.35; for rolling stock of local rail transit systems, see 388.42. For a specific aspect of vehicles, see the aspect, e.g., engineering of motor land vehicles 629.2

See Manual at 629.046 vs. 388

.341 Nonmotor land vehicles

Class here specific types of nonmotor land vehicles

Class cycles in 388.347

.342–.348 Vehicles powered by fossil fuels and human-powered vehicles

Class here comprehensive works on a specific type of vehicle regardless of source of power, e.g., comprehensive works on trucks 388.344

Add to base number 388.34 the numbers following 629.22 in 629.222–629.228, e.g., buses 388.34233, bicycles 388.3472

For rickshaws, see 388.341; for natural gas vehicles, see 388.34973

.349 Vehicles powered by other sources and vehicles powered by natural gas

Class here alternative fuel vehicles

Add to base number 388.349 the numbers following 629.229 in 629.2292–629.2297, e.g., electric-powered vehicles 388.3493

Class comprehensive works on vehicles powered by fossil fuels in 388.34; class comprehensive works on a specific type of vehicle regardless of source of power in 388.342–388.348, e.g., comprehensive works on trucks 388.344